Abstract-We want to extend the approximation of the error probability via a scaling approach from the BEC to general binary-input memoryless output-symmetric (BMS) channels. In particular, we consider such scaling laws for regular LDPC ensembles and message-passing (MP) decoders with a finite number of messages.
Abstract-We want to extend the approximation of the error probability via a scaling approach from the BEC to general binary-input memoryless output-symmetric (BMS) channels. In particular, we consider such scaling laws for regular LDPC ensembles and message-passing (MP) decoders with a finite number of messages.
We first show how to re-derive the scaling law for transmission over the BEC using an "EXIT-like" curve instead of the density evolution curve of the peeling decoder. The advantage of the new derivation is that the new expression of the scaling parameter a only contains quantities that can be meaningfully interpreted also for general message-passing algorithms. In particular, this expression only depends on the curvature of the EXIT-like curve as well as the variance of the messages, both taken at the critical channel parameter.
We discuss how to compute these quantities for general MP algorithms and we evaluate the expressions for the specific cases of the Gallager algorithm A as well as the Decoder with Erasures and compare the resulting predictions on the error probability with simulation results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sparse graph codes under iterative decoding are of interest because of their ability to closely approach the channel capacity. The asymptotic behavior of such codes is relatively well understood. For practical applications, however, one would like to find the best code of afixed length. Unfortunately, codes optimized for the asymptotic case are in general not optimal for the finite-length case. Indeed, the speed of convergence to the asymptotic limit can significantly vary from one ensemble to another.
We are thus interested in finding a good finite-length approximation which can be used as an efficient finite-length optimization tool in order to find the code best suited for any given application. To that end our approach needs to be as flexible as possible, applicable to the large variety of ensembles, channels, and message-passing decoders that are of interest for real applications.
Scaling laws seem to be a good tool in order to solve this problem. They have been widely used in statistical physics (a good source on this topic is the book by Fisher [4] ). The basic idea of scaling laws applied to coding theory (as introduced by Montanari [6] ) is that all finite-length error probability curves are up to higher order error terms scaled versions of a single mother curve f(z). The exact scaling law for transmission over the BEC was characterized by Amraoui et. al. in [1] . Further, in [2] one can find explicit analytic expressions of the scaling parameters. We are interested in extending the known results for the BEC to general channels. We are faced with several hurdles. Both the proof of the scaling law as well as the derivation of the scaling parameters in the case of the BEC are strongly linked to the so called peeling decoder, originally introduced by Luby et. al. [5] . But unfortunately no generalization of the peeling decoder to general channels is known. As a first step we therefore show an alternative way of computing the scaling parameters for the BEC: this alternative derivation uses EXIT-like functions (see Section II), a concept that readily extends to the general case. The new formula can be meaningfully interpretation not only for he BEC but for any BMS channel and any message-passing decoder. This leads to a conjecture for the scaling parameter for the general case. We then show how to perform the computation of the scaling parameter for the general case and conclude with some applications. In words, we measure the fraction of messages which are not "inm"-messages at the fixed point as a function of the channel parameter. Since below the threshold 1-x is for most MP decoders equal to zero, whereas above the threshold it will have a non-zero value this will give us a curve which is somewhat reminiscent of a standard EXIT curve (of the overall code). This also explains why we call it an "EXIT-like" curve.
II. EXIT-LIKE CURVES
Our language below will reflect this particular choice but many other choices are possible and sometimes more convenient. Let x denote our choice. Consider the EXIT-like curve depicted in Figure 1 . It is given by
where (h*, x*) is the fixed-point pair at the threshold. In order for an EXIT-like curve to be suitable for our derivation it must have the following property: at the threshold, the curve must have an infinite slope and the second derivative must be strictly non-zero. Although this is not easy to glean from the picture, this is true for the specific curve shown. We will say that an EXIT-like curve is regular if it has the above property.
III. NEW DERIVATION OF SCALING LAW
Consider transmission over the BEC. Imagine the following experiment. We start with a randomly chosen graph from the ensemble and all bits erased. Choose a random bit and reveal it to the decoder. Next run the iterative decoding process until it is stuck and the decoder hits a fixed point. This gives rise to one fixed point pair (H, X), where H equals the number
of not yet revealed variables and where X is equal to the number of still erased messages. We continue now in this fashion, each time choosing at random a new bit which we then reveal and running the decoder until it is stuck. This gives us a sequence of fixed point pairs (Ht, Xt). If we normalize these random variables (Ht to n, the length of the ensemble, and Xt to nA'(1), the number of edges) and connect the normalized points then we get a "curve." If we increase the length of the ensemble and plot such random curves, then we observe a concentration and it is therefore meaningful to define the average such curve as our EXIT-like curve. Its exact description is easy to write down in terms of density evolution quantities. Of course, for any finite length the individual instances exhibit some variation around this expected curve.
Let Xh Xh/(nA'(1)) denote the random variable which we get if we look at Xt at the time when Ht = hn. In a similar way, let H = H /n denote the random variable which we get if we look at Ht at thefirst time when Xt = xnA'(1). Imagine that we are sitting just above the threshold at h = h* + Ah. This corresponds to the parameter x = x* + Ahc, due to the assumption that the EXIT-like curve is regular. Note that E[Hx] = h* + Ah. Let Jh is a continuous function of the channel parameter so that we can consider (7h* = liMhh* (Jh Consider again the decoding process as described above, which gives rise to the sequence of random variable (Ht, Xt). Assume that we measure the Xcomponent of this process for a particular instance. We claim that if Xt < x* then with high probability the decoder for this instance will finish without revealing any further bits. On the other hand, if Xt > x* then with high probability further revelations of bits will be necessary. This is due to the shape of the EXIT-like curve: around the point x* the curve has an infinite slope, indicating that the decoder is at the brink of successful decoding with the given information. Hence, if HX* < h then the given instance would not have decoded successfully with high probability if we had transmitted over a channel with parameter h, and conversely it would have been successful with high probability if HX* > h. Our probability of error estimate is therefore PB(h) = P{Hx* < h} = Q AIn the last step we have assumed that the distribution of HX* is Gaussian with mean h* and standard deviation (Jh*. This was shown to hold in the original derivation in [1] .
In general it is not an easy task to compute (Jh* directly.
But we can relate it to the variance of the messages which is amenable to an analysis. Define V The last step warrants some remarks. When x -> x*, i.e., when the channel parameter approaches the critical parameter, then the variance V diverges. Indeed we will show in Section IV that V has the form
where : (1 -1) (r -1) only depends on the degree distribution and where A2(X) is a function so that limx* '-A2(X) = 1. (As we will see later, A2 is the second largest eigenvalue of a matrix related to the density evolution process.) Now we are able to conjecture the following scaling law. Conjecture 1: Consider a BMS(h) and an EXIT-like curve which is regular. Then PB Q( n(h-h*)) (2) where a ah(x2 * limxurn * 1--x-\2(x) 7 L/W Therefore, in order to compute a, we need to compute D2h(x) ii (x X*) Dx2 limx-1* A2(X)' as well as (. The most difficult quantity is the last one. We will therefore focus our attention on its derivation.
IV. COMPUTATION OF a
As we have seen in the previous section, in order to compute the scaling parameter we have to compute the messagevariance on the graph. For the sequel it is notationally slightly easier to take x = xm (instead of x = I-xm). As we pointed out before, the final result is the same. More precisely, let
nA (1) where n indicates the length of the code and f the number of iterations we perform. We want to determine the constant ( where rlim lim lim V(I-yA2(X)) 2.
Let us start by discussing how to compute V . First note that we can express Xj as Xj =ZjA,(l) {I =m where j,i is the variable-to-check message sent at iteration f along edge i.
We have (which is denoted by L+l). These are pairs of edges which face in the "opposite" direction. In the same way we also have pairs of edges which face in the "same" direction. A detailed calculation shows that the dominant contribution stems from pairs facing in the opposite direction. We will therefore only explain the computation for this case.
As mentioned above. The dominant term contributing to the variance is due to edge pairs which are facing in the opposite direction. This means that as a function of the parameter x,
x > x*, V behaves like More precisely, the expected number of messages that take on a particular value converges but the individual messages continue to flip. This is not a consequence of loops in the system but this phenomena also appears on the infinite tree. Consider a infinite support tree. We want to determine the joint probability that a message on a given edge is equal to i at a first time instance and equal to j at a second time instance. Happily it turns out that this joint probability does not depend on the two time instances (as long as they are distinct). So let us define p(i, j) and q(i, j) to be this joint probability for variable-to-check and check-to-variable messages respectively at the critical point. Assume we knew p(i, j). Then it is simple to compute q(i, j) using the standard message-passing rules.
The equivalent statement is true if we knew q(i. j) and wanted to compute p(i, j). It follows that p and q can be determined as the solution to a fixed point recursion. Assume therefore that we have determined p(i,j) and q(i,j). By knowing p(i, j), we can compute g(u, v) (5) where the factor 1 + y appears since we are looking at two lengths simultaneously and the second one has an extra factor Let A1 > ... > A2,+1 be the eigenvalues of M and Li, .
... eC2m+l the (generalized) eigenvectors. Since M describes the evolution of a (conditional) probability we have A1 = 1. We will see shortly that the contribution which stems from this eigenvalue will cancel with the term proportional to
The term that is of interest to us is associated to the second eigenvalue A2. Generically this second eigenvalue must be degenerated, i.e., it must have geometric multiplicity larger than one. The most common case is that A2 has multiplicity 2 but only one associated eigenvector. In this case e2 is the associated eigenvector and e3 is the associate generalized eigenvector which fulfills the equation (M -A2I)e3j e3 .
To be specific, assume for the following that indeed A2 iS a degenerated eigenvalue of multiplicity two and that A4 to (6) In principle this gives (2m + 1)2 terms but most of them are either zero or are of smaller order than the dominant term. E.g., it must be true that c2e1Ke T = x2(1 +y), since otherwise the variance would be infinite. Indeed, this condition is true for the examples we present in the next section. Also recall that by our assumption the EXIT-like function was regular. Some thought shows that this implies that V must grow inversely like (1 -yA2(X))2. This in turn implies that for a given I the dominant contribution of all pairs at this distance must behave like 1l1A2(X)l. It follows that eiKefT = 0 for all i > 1 since otherwise we would have a term with a growth rate larger than what we need. In a similar manner we must have e2Ke T = 0 since such a term would give a contribution of the form 12 yl'A2(x)', again implying a too large growth rate. All these conditions can be checked for a given case and they are fulfilled for the examples we present below.
The dominant term is of the form e2Kec3. It gives a contribution of the correct form 1-zA2 (x)' and there are exactly two of them. If we insert this into (6) then we get V lm (11)C e2Ke3T1_ 2)2 (1 + 0(x -x*)).
In the last step we have made use of the fact that 'yA2 tends to 1 as we approach the threshold. Therefore the sought after constant equals ( = )c2.2K< TI(2A2). Due to numerical issues, it is in general not easy to compute the (generalized) eigenvectors of limxx* M. We can avoid this by computing ( in the following way:
We can also use the following technique in order to approximate (. First, note that for increasing I we have 
2A21+1(1 A)
This approximation is convenient, since it only requires quantities which are easily computable at the threshold. In particular, we do not need to compute the complete set of (generalized) eigenvectors and we do not even need to compute any eigenvalues except A2.
V. APPLICATIONS
A. Gallager Algorithm A Consider transmission over a BSC and decoding using Gallager's algorithm A [7] . As discussed in [3] the threshold of most regular ensembles for this case is determined by a fixed point right at the beginning of the decoding process. A derivation of the scaling parameter for this case is contained in [3] . For the (3, 3)-regular ensemble the threshold is determined by a "regular" fixed point. Further, one can check that in this case the EXIT-like function has the required shape (with a negative second derivative at the critical point). The threshold is e* c 0.223. If we specialize the generic computation of a to this case we get ( -0.0942 and a -0.7847. Figure 3 compares our prediction with simulations. The match is quite good but we would like to add a word of caution: for this case the codes exhibit a significant error floor. Since the scaling law only applies to large scale failures we consider expurgated ensembles. For the lengths considered, the separation between which errors are due to the error floor and which are part of large scale errors is not evident. Therefore, in order to truly gage the quality of the approximation we first have to find the contribution of the error floor and to compare the total curve. 
B. Decoder With Erasures
We consider transmission over a BSC and decoding using the Decoder with Erasures [7] . For the (3, 6)-regular ensemble and the weight sequence w(1) = 2, w(i) = 1 if i > 1, one can check that the EXIT-like curve has the required form to apply our computation. The threshold is e* c 0.07076. Our computation gives ( -0.01313 and a -1.04 ± 2. Figure 3 compares the prediction on the block error probability with some simulation points. The match is again quite good.
